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Earthquake Response Executive Summary

MAY 2020 OVERVIEW
It’s finally spring in Southcentral Alaska. Green-up is underway and construction season is ramping up. Under the
sunshine and longer days it’s easy to forget we are all still following social distancing recommendations to stem the tide
of Covid-19 infection. In recent months, we’ve witnessed a boom in the open embracing of technologies and practices
that allow for virtual meetings and remote work. It’s fitting for this month’s newsletter to focus on a technology
DOT&PF has been using for a long time to enhance efficiency and effectiveness. Drone technology, and the capable
team operating these useful tools, have extended DOT&PF’s reach in the identification and repair of damages from the
2018 earthquake, and they allow us to do this work while carefully maintaining appropriate distance.
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ADMIN EXPENDITURES VS BUDGET

FUTURE OBLIGATION STATUS REPORT (FOSR)

This graphic portrays the administrative costs for FHWA
and for FEMA Category Z expenses. Dollars actually
spent by DOT&PF to date are shown in contrast to costs
that are budgeted. Expenditures are typically reported
two months after the work is performed.

FOSR is an estimate of anticipated funding requests
for design, utility agreements, right-of-way, and
construction for highway projects. Estimates are
updated monthly to reflect project scope and
schedule changes.
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PROGRAM HIGHLIGHT
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Earthquake Drone Work

Greg Patz – Central Region M&O Manager

Drone technology used to be a distant
concept, but as technology has
advanced and become more readily
available, drones are now the tool of
the present. In the construction and
consulting industry, drones have become
widely used. Drones can access areas
that could previously be viewed only
through satellite imagery and remote
places whose conditions were based
solely on assumptions. The use of
drones makes gathering imagery over
rough terrain, lakes, rivers, roads, dams,
structures, and other obstacles more
efficient and thorough.
In conjunction with basic survey data,
our teams use drones to create accurate
surface topography that can then be
used for design, quantity computations
and verifications, progress quantities,
and other purposes. Drone imagery
allows our teams to create 2D and 3D
models of sites to better understand
the “full picture” of existing conditions,
construction progress, and as-built
conditions, among other things. The
models can facilitate design by
providing a better visual representation
of conditions, helping to reduce the
number of assumptions based on
previously unseen conditions
due to limited views. Drones allow
our teams to gather large amounts of
survey and imagery data of a site both
accurately and effectively.

As the DOT&PF Central Region M&O Manager
since 2016, Greg Patz was part of a small group
of headquarter staff who immediately after the
earthquake played a pivotal role in establishing the
DOT&PF’s Emergency Operations Center. In the hours
that followed he was instrumental in coordinating
DOT&PF’s initial response. Greg continued to play
a crucial role in DOT&PF’s ongoing and long-term response efforts
by serving as the prime DOT&PF liaison with FEMA and FHWA. The
earthquake team sincerely appreciates Greg’s contributions to the
earthquake recovery program and wishes him well with his retirement!

TEAM HIGHLIGHT |DOT&PF Maintenance and Operations
The DOT&PF M&O Team are the first eyes and boots on the ground
when emergencies strike and Alaska’s roadways are in need of repair.
During the initial earthquake response, the team coordinated with
the Emergency Operations Center and construction staff on damage
locations including bridges, roads, and roadway facilities. The team
led key coordination efforts that allowed traffic on the Glenn Highway
to continue while emergency repairs occurred. M&O Team members
continue to assist the response team by monitoring damage locations,
reporting to headquarter staff, and making repairs as necessary.
*Note: The 112 sites that were
removed from the EQ program due
to pre-earthquake damage or other
reasons are not shown on this map.
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